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ABSTRACT

Recent progress in observations of wind fields
by scanning aerosol lidar and motion estimation
algorithms elevates interest in accuracy, preci-
sion, and resolution. Toward this, we are using
large eddy simulations to advect a passive tracer
in the model domain to mimic atmospheric
aerosol. A wavelet-based optical flow algo-
rithm is applied to the model output in order
to derive dense motion vector fields. Each mo-
tion vector is compared with the known wind
velocity at the corresponding point.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lidar measurement of high-resolution, multi-
component wind fields continues to pose a chal-
lenge in boundary layer and microscale me-
teorology. One approach, similar to that of
particle image velocimetry (PIV), is to apply
motion estimation algorithms to sequences of
images produced by scanning elastic backscat-
ter aerosol lidars. In recent years, significant
advancement of this approach was achieved
through the development of eye-safe aerosol li-
dars with the required performance [1, 2, 3]
and new motion estimation algorithms [4, 5,
6]. However, validation of the spatial vec-
tor wind fields is still a problem since there
are few other methods that can provide multi-
component wind vectors at 10 m intervals over
areas on the order of 10 square kilometers.
Therefore, we have started using LES to test the
ability of the wavelet-based motion estimation
algorithm to retrieve wind fields from synthetic

images that approximate what the aerosol lidar
provides.

2 METHODOLOGY

Large eddy simulations are computational fluid
dynamics models that resolve the largest eddies
in the turbulence spectrum while parameteriz-
ing the effect of the smallest. We use the NCAR
LES described in Section 2.1. We include a
passive tracer in the model, which serves as a
proxy for the concentration of aerosol particles.
Fields of the passive tracer on horizontal cross-
sections from the lowest levels of the model do-
main are saved in data files at time intervals of
about 10 seconds to match the time between
scans of a hypothetical scanning aerosol lidar.
The Typhoon motion estimation algorithm (de-
scribed in Section 2.2) reads those files and pro-
duces vector flow fields based on the motion
of aerosol features. Finally, the vector motion
fields are compared with the actual wind veloc-
ity fields in the model.

2.1 LES

The LES model integrates equations for a dry
atmospheric planetary boundary layer under
the Boussinesq approximation [7]. The model
includes: a) transport equations for momen-
tum; b) a transport equation for a conserved
buoyancy variable (e.g., virtual potential tem-
perature); c) a discrete Poisson equation for
a pressure variable to enforce incompressibil-
ity; and closure expressions for subgrid-scale
(SGS) variables, e.g., a subgrid-scale equation
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for turbulent kinetic energy [7, 8]. An arbitrary
number of passive scalars can also be accom-
modated. As is common practice with geo-
physical flows, the LES imposes rough wall
boundary conditions based on a drag rule where
the surface transfer coefficients are determined
from Monin-Obukhov similarity functions. A
high Reynolds number model for viscous dis-
sipation is used in the closure for SGS kinetic
energy, and thus molecular viscosity and diffu-
sivity do not appear in the LES equation set.
The sidewall boundary conditions are periodic
and a radiation boundary condition is used at
the top of the domain. The equations are inte-
grated in time using a fractional step method.
The spatial discretization is second-order finite
difference in the vertical direction and pseu-
dospectral in the horizontal planes. Dynamic
time stepping utilizing a third-order Runge-
Kutta scheme with a fixed Courant-Fredrichs-
Lewy (CFL) number is employed. The code
employs 2D MPI parallelization. Further de-
tails about the code are described by [9, 10] and
references therein.

2.2 Typhoon motion estimator

Typhoon is a motion estimation software im-
plementing a dense optical flow algorithm. It
retrieves a 2D, 2-component field of apparent
displacements between two images by solving
a single problem. Let I0 and I1 be the scalar
image intensity defined at discrete times t0, t1
and at every pixel x of the image domain Ω.
The estimated displacement field u minimizes a
functional of the general form:

J(u) =
1
2

∫
Ω

[I0(x)− I1(x+u(x))]2 dx

+α freg(u)
}
.

(1)

The first term is known as the displaced frame
difference; it connects the input image data I to
the output motion u. The second term freg is the
regularizer required to close the problem.This

work uses the 1st-order Horn & Schunck reg-
ularizer: freg =

1
2 ∑i=1,2

∫
Ω
|∇ui|2dx. This term

is given more or less weight through the user-
parameter α . In Typhoon, the motion field u is
represented on multiscale wavelet bases. Such
bases enable to better handle large displace-
ments as well as accurate computations of freg.
Details on the algorithm and early validations
can be found in [11, 12]. More recently, Ty-
phoon was successfully applied to aerosol lidar
scans to retrieve horizontal wind fields [3, 5].

2.3 Experiments

Turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer
is produced by combinations of buoyancy and
shear. The spatial structure of the aerosol dis-
tribution and the wind field changes dramati-
cally as the ratio of shear to buoyant production
changes. For example, when the turbulence is
driven primarily by convection, a cellular orga-
nization becomes apparent in the atmospheric
surface layer with broad circular areas of diver-
gent flow separated by narrow regions of con-
vergence and sometimes strong vertical vortic-
ity. When the flow is driven primarily by wind
shear, linear streaky structures are observed,
oriented in the direction of the geostrophic flow.
With both buoyancy and shear contributions,
horizontal roll circulations may be observed
[13]. Thus far, we have conducted 9 numeri-
cal experiments that span a wide range of buoy-
ant and shear forcing, ranging from pure con-
vection to neutral stratification. From each of
these, comparisons of the model winds with
the retrieved Typhoon velocity fields are per-
formed to evaluate the algorithm’s ability to
capture two-component velocities across vary-
ing boundary layer structure.

3 RESULTS

For the sake of brevity, we present results from
only one of the 9 experiments herein. We
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chose Experiment #4 which was forced with
a geostrophic wind of 10ms-1 and a surface
kinematic heat flux of 0.5Kms-1. As a result,
the aerosol and wind fields exhibit considerable
cellular structure that translate downstream as
they evolve rapidly. Figure 1 shows the simu-
lated aerosol backscatter field from one of two
frames that would be ingested into the Typhoon
algorithm. Figure 2 shows the model wind
speed field at the same instant in time. Figure
3 shows the wind speed field retrieved by Ty-
phoon. Figure 4 shows the differences between
model wind speeds and the Typhoon wind speed
estimates. Figure 5 shows one row of the wind
speeds from the model and Typhoon. Figures 4
and 5 show that the algorithm tends to capture
the large scale wind features while missing the
small scale features.
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Figure 1: Passive tracer at an instant in time and
from 20 m AGL from Experiment # 4.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Our hypothesis is that Typhoon would capture
the large scale wind speed features and fail to
resolve the small scale velocity perturbations.
Our preliminary results support this hypothe-
sis. However, to be more quantitative, we have
started to calculate power spectra of the model
velocity field and the Typhoon velocity field.
The ratio of these spectra provide a transfer
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Figure 2: Model wind speed for the same instant in
time as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Wind speed as estimated by Typhoon.
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Figure 4: Differences between Typhoon and LES
wind speeds.
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Figure 5: Typhoon and LES wind speeds for a
single row of grid points at y = 4000 m.

function that shows the filtering effect and lim-
itations of this approach to retrieve small scale
wind fluctuations.
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